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Abstract

Personal wellness data collected using wearable devices is a valuable resource, potentially
containing knowledge that goes beyond what the device and its the associated software
application can tell the user. However, extracting such knowledge from the data requires
expertise that an average user cannot be expected to have. To overcome this problem,
the data owner could collaborate with a data analysis expert; for such a collaboration to
succeed, the collaborators need to be able to find one another, communicate with one
another and share datasets and analysis results with one another. In this paper we
presents a process model for such collaborations, a domain ontology and software
system developed to support the process, and the results of a user trial demonstrating
collaborative analysis of sleep data. Unlike existing collaborative data analytics tools,
the process and software have been specifically designed with the non-expert data owner
in mind, enabling them to control their data and protect their privacy by selecting the
data to be shared on a case-by-case basis. Theoretical analysis and empirical results
suggest that the process and its implementation are valid as a proof of concept.

Introduction 1

Personal data is gathered by individuals or by third parties, in the first instance to 2

improve some aspect of the individual’s life. This may be to do with their health and 3

wellness, for example sleep or physical activity levels or nutritional intake, or to do with 4

their online activities such measuring their screentime on mobile devices. Personal data 5

is also widely regarded as a resource that can be monetized by harvesting it in large 6

quantities and using it to create marketable products, services and supports related to, 7

for instance, targeted advertising, personal health and well-being, and personalised 8

information delivery. In the case of social computing platforms, the monetary value of 9

data has become the foundation of the business models of many of them, which are 10

typically available to regular users free of charge; the revenue comes primarily from 11

business customers interested in reaching specific subsets of the user base of the 12

platform in a cost-effective manner. From the perspective of each individual user, their 13

data becomes a kind of implicit currency that can be used to gain access to services 14

offering desired features such as the ability to communicate with other people and share 15

content with them. 16

Public discourse on the collection and exploitation of personal data commonly 17

revolves around the model where the collection and exploitation is done by 18
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organizations while the role of the individuals is to passively allow this to happen. 19

When the individuals are considered as active agents, typically the focus is on how they 20

can protect their data against collection by organizations they do not trust or against 21

exploitation for purposes they do not approve. This type of discourse, while certainly 22

important, overlooks the interesting possibility of individuals themselves collecting their 23

own data and exploiting it themselves for their own personal benefit. 24

One type of data that many people are already collecting and using for their own 25

purposes is physiological data representing a person’s physical activity and sleep. Data 26

like this can be recorded using a variety of consumer-oriented wearable and ambient 27

sensor devices, many of which are relatively inexpensive as well as easy to use and 28

therefore accessible to a large number of potential users. From the device, data is 29

typically transferred wirelessly to a personal computer or mobile device, where it can be 30

viewed using an application supplied with the device. The application may also upload 31

the data to a server where it can be accessed via an online dashboard using a standard 32

web browser. 33

Data like this, assuming that it is at least reasonably accurate, is of considerable 34

value for the person collecting it, because it enables them to make better-informed 35

decisions concerning matters that are highly relevant to their own physical and mental 36

well-being. Its value could be further enhanced by analyzing it to reveal interesting 37

temporal patterns such as trends and periodicities or even to combine it with data from 38

another source or device, but there are factors that make this difficult for the average 39

person to achieve. One of these is that the data is typically controlled by the company 40

that made the device with which the data was collected, and the controller may or may 41

not enable the user to easily export their data in a portable and re-usable format. 42

In many cases, data collected using personal wellness products can be exported from 43

a website with relatively little effort, but this in itself does not help unless the user also 44

has the skills required to analyze the data. Most people do not have such skills, nor can 45

they be realistically expected to acquire them. However, if the owner of the data is able 46

to find someone who does have the required skills and is willing to help, the two can 47

collaborate to refine the data into knowledge that the data owner is interested in. To 48

support such collaborations, we have developed an experimental online software 49

platform that enables data owners and data analysts to find one another, communicate 50

and exchange datasets and analysis results over the Internet. 51

Our software platform consists of client and server applications and server- and 52

client-side databases. Internally, the platform uses a domain ontology as a shared data 53

structure through which the collaborations are mediated. To maximize the control of 54

data owners over their datasets, the platform employs a decentralized data management 55

architecture where the datasets are stored on the users’ own devices instead of the 56

server host. When sharing data with a collaborator, the data owner can create privacy 57

constraints to specify that the collaborator should have access only to specific parts of 58

the dataset; the underlying ontology and the reasoning capabilities enabled by it allow 59

such constraints to be represented and enforced. 60

To test the validity of the concept of collaborative analysis and the ability of the 61

platform to support it, we conducted a trial in which a number of volunteers collected 62

sleep data using wearable sensor devices and used the platform to study this data in 63

collaboration with others who were data analysts in the trial. The trial demonstrated 64

the fundamental viability of the ontology-based architecture. Furthermore, the results 65

of a feedback survey completed by participants after the trial indicate that the concept 66

and process of collaborative analysis of personal data using a platform wity the 67

characteristics of the one used here are valid and should be studied further. 68

The principal contributions of the paper are as follows: 69

• A model for the process of collaboration between a non-expert data owner and an 70
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expert data analyst for extraction of knowledge from the data owner’s personal 71

data; 72

• A description of the functionality, architecture and implementation of a software 73

platform developed to facilitate such collaboration; 74

• A report and analysis of the results of a trial carried out as a proof-of-concept of 75

the above. 76

In the remainder of the paper, we first present essential background information and 77

review related work. We then discuss the concept, process, tasks and challenges of 78

collaborative personal data analytics. This is followed by a description of the 79

functionality, architecture and implementation of the collaboration platform. Finally, we 80

present our validation results and discuss them critically before concluding the paper. 81

Background 82

Terms such as lifelogging [1] and the quantified self [2] have been used to refer to the 83

practice of an individual using technology to collect, archive and analyze data 84

representing various aspects of their own life. A wide range of personal sensor devices 85

may be used to collect such data, and there is likewise a wide range of potential 86

applications for such data. However, many of these have had a limited impact among 87

the general populace; for example, using a wearable camera such as SenseCam [3] to 88

automatically capture a continuous stream of images remains a niche activity. 89

One form of personal data collection that has become notably popular is activity 90

and sleep tracking. According to a survey carried out in 2019, 21% of American adults 91

regularly wear a fitness tracker or smart watch [4]. The products available for this 92

purpose include a diverse range of wearable devices, ambient sensors (placed under the 93

mattress or on a bedside table, for example) and mobile software applications (using 94

sensors commonly included in smartphones, such as accelerometers and microphones). 95

Some of these only provide an interface for viewing the data, making them unsuitable 96

for collecting data to be analyzed using a different application, but there are many that 97

allow a user to export the data in a portable format such as CSV, enabling the user to 98

import the data into any of a large number of data analysis tools. 99

A basic wearable fitness tracker capable of recording data on the user’s activity and 100

sleep can now be purchased for well under 100 USD, and some mobile applications can 101

even be downloaded free of charge. Several powerful data analysis tools are also 102

available free of charge, so the main obstacle to the collection and analysis of personal 103

data by the average individual is not the financial investment but the required expertise. 104

In theory, expertise can also be acquired, but in practice, there are several factors that 105

may make this an unworkable option. If this is the case, the natural option remaining is 106

to collaborate with someone who has the necessary data analytics expertise and is 107

willing to assist. 108

Supporting collaborations like this requires tools that enable the collaborators to 109

communicate, share and edit various artifacts over distance, both synchronously and 110

asynchronously. General-purpose communication and collaboration tools are available 111

and widely used, but a platform designed for the specific purpose of supporting 112

collaborative analysis has many advantages. Several such platforms can be found in the 113

literature, and there are also several available as commercial services on the Web. 114

Perhaps the single most studied aspect of collaborative data analysis is collaborative 115

visualization and interpretation of data, with a large number of papers exploring the 116

conceptual and architectural issues involved (e.g. [5–9]), as well as a similarly large 117

number of proposals for how collaborative visualization can be done effectively using a 118
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variety of display equipment ranging from conventional two-dimensional screens to 119

immersive environments such as CAVEs (e.g. [10–15]). Another relatively narrow 120

perspective on collaborative analysis is to consider only the sharing of resources among 121

the collaborators; in this approach, collaborators have access to a shared repository, 122

from which they can retrieve resources contributed by others and to which they can 123

contribute resources for others to use, but the application of resources is up to each 124

collaborator individually. Typically the repository is used to share data, as in systems 125

such as Google Fusion Tables [16], SQLShare [17], DataHub [18] and SeedMe [19]. It is 126

also possible to collaborate by sharing data analytics tools and workflows, as is the case 127

with RCloud [20], KDDVM [21,22] and the collaborative big data analytics platform 128

of [23]. 129

Proceeding towards more generic systems for online collaborative data analysis, 130

there are several that are not so limited in terms of the collaborative activities they 131

support, but are designed to be used in a specific application domain. Resource sharing 132

is still an important element of collaboration in such systems, but they go beyond being 133

mere repositories by providing special environments for the collaborative refinement of 134

ideas into data analyses. Often the application domain addressed is some field of 135

natural science – see, for instance, BSC [24], Dicode [25] and Galaxy [26] for the life 136

sciences, and CyberSKA [27] and VISPA [28] for the physical sciences – but there is 137

also, for example, the SWAB tool [29] for collaborative analysis of social media data. 138

Cytomine [30] specializes not in a particular application domain but a particular type of 139

data, namely multi-gigapixel images. 140

Finally, a number of existing systems are both generic in terms of collaborative 141

functionality yet agnostic in terms of the application domain in which they are used. In 142

the most straightforward case, a system provides a collaborative environment for the 143

development of data analytics applications using a specific tool or a small set of tools. 144

The most obvious choices of tool are a scientific computing software package, as in the 145

case of Biocep-R [31], or a programming language with a good supply of available data 146

analytics libraries, as in the case of Mode [32]. However, there is also a proposal for the 147

use of linked spreadsheets as a platform for collaborative data analytics [33]. 148

Another category of generic collaboration systems uses data analytics notebooks as 149

the principal instrument of collaboration. The notebook in these systems is analogous 150

to a traditional laboratory notebook, but it can be edited from anywhere and may 151

contain a variety of complex digital objects, including code snippets and analysis results. 152

For the execution of the analysis code, interfaces to several different data analytics tools 153

are typically provided, allowing the users to select those that suit their tastes and needs. 154

Examples of systems that employ the notebook approach include LabBook [34], Apache 155

Zeppelin [35], Dataiku [36] and Databricks [37]. 156

A third category of general-purpose collaborative data analysis covers systems where 157

application development is based on the construction of knowledge discovery workflows. 158

These systems provide a graphical editor with a drag-and-drop style user interface. 159

Using the interface, users can select components representing various data 160

transformation operations and place connectors between them to specify the flow of 161

data through the application. Systems that allow this to be done collaboratively include 162

KD-ASP [38], KDDesigner [39] (from the authors of KDDVM and part of the same 163

ecosystem), ShareInsights [40] and Dataiku, which features both notebooks and a 164

workflow-based interface. 165

Yet one more group of online collaborative systems worth mentioning are those 166

designed to support research activities, such as Datazar [41] and Synapse [42]. These 167

incorporate features of collaborative data analysis systems for the purpose of managing 168

and analyzing research data, but also provide tools to support other aspects of research 169

work such as authoring scientific publications. In terms of our classification, these might 170
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be best categorized as notebook-based systems, but the fit is not perfect. Other 171

ambiguities can be pointed out as well, as DataHub, for instance, provides a complete 172

notebook-based data analytics environment and could thus be considered a generic 173

system, but its notebooks are not themselves collaborative, only the dataset sharing and 174

versioning functionality is. 175

Despite the wide variety of systems available, there do not seem to be any designed 176

specifically to support collaboration on equal terms between experts and non-experts. 177

There are various crowdsourcing systems where non-experts can be engaged to 178

contribute to data analysis projects by providing access to computing resources 179

(e.g. [43, 44]) or performing relatively simple manual tasks (e.g. [45, 46]), but this 180

collaboration concept has little in common with the one we are discussing, where it is 181

primarily the non-expert who provides the data and determines the analysis objectives. 182

In the next section we examine this concept, and the special requirements its 183

implementation entails, in more detail. 184

Collaborative data analytics 185

Concept and process 186

The concept of collaborative data analysis which is the focus of this paper differs 187

considerably from the kind of collaboration for which existing systems mentioned in the 188

previous section are intended. The key differences are twofold: 189

1. The collaboration is driven by the needs and interests of an individual who cannot 190

be assumed to have any particular technical expertise, making it challenging to 191

define a model of collaboration that incorporates them as equal partners. 192

2. The data analyzed is personal and potentially sensitive in nature, making it 193

essential that the collaboration process include mechanisms for resolving privacy 194

issues. 195

Given this premise, focusing on facilitating collaborative development of data analytics 196

code or workflows is not the best option, because the owner of the data is likely to have 197

limited ability (or none) to make any meaningful contributions to such work. 198

Supporting this type of collaboration therefore requires that we revise the way of 199

thinking on which the design of the existing systems is based. 200

A data owner with no knowledge of data analysis may still have ideas concerning 201

what sort of knowledge they would like extracted from their data, but without expertise 202

it is not possible to have a clear understanding of how to get from the data to the 203

desired results, and it may even be difficult to formulate concrete objectives. The 204

collaboration can therefore be described as a process whereby the data and ideas of the 205

data owner are refined first into specific questions that can be answered by analyzing 206

the data and then into answers to those questions. At the heart of the process is an 207

ongoing dialogue between the collaborators, and it is this dialogue that the 208

collaboration platform should facilitate. 209

More formally, we can describe the collaboration process as an alternation of two 210

cycles, illustrated in Fig 1. These are the negotiation cycle and the analysis cycle, 211

representing two different types of dialogue between the data owner and the expert. 212

The cycles can be described as follows: 213

• In the negotiation cycle, the collaborators aim to come to an agreement on the 214

terms of the collaboration. This involves discussing the objectives of the 215

collaboration, the constraints to be observed while pursuing the objectives, and 216

the contributions and expectations of each collaborator. 217
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• In the analysis cycle, the collaborators aim to achieve the objectives defined in the 218

negotiation cycle. This involves determining and obtaining access to required 219

resources (e.g. data analysis tools or supplementary data sources), exchanging 220

input data and analysis results, and discussing the significance of the results in 221

terms of the objectives. 222

Each execution of each of the cycles is followed by a situation evaluation where the next 223

course of action is determined. In either case the options are to repeat the cycle, to 224

proceed to the other cycle or to end the collaboration, so any sequence of the two cycles 225

is possible. This is illustrated in Fig 2. 226

Fig 1. The collaboration process. The process of collaborative analysis of personal
data can be modeled as a sequence of two cycles.In the negotiation cycle, the
collaborators agree on the terms of the collaboration; in the analysis cycle, they pursue
the objective defined in the analysis cycle.

Fig 2. Transitions between cycles. A decision is taken at the end of each execution
of a collaboration cycle. This can lead to a repeat of the same cycle, a transition to the
other cycle or the conclusion of the collaboration.

Tasks and challenges 227

Before the collaboration can begin, the collaborators need to be brought into contact 228

with one another. Assuming that the collaboration is initiated by the data owner, they 229

need to be able to search for potential collaborators with expertise in areas relevant to 230

the data owner’s interests and the data they have collected. Having identified a 231

candidate (or candidates) whose expertise matches the requirements, the data owner 232

can invite them to join the collaboration. To enable this, the collaboration platform 233

must maintain a profile of each expert and make the profile information discoverable 234

using tools that are accessible to non-expert users. 235

When the collaboration has been initiated, the participants can begin the first 236

negotiation cycle. To facilitate negotiation, the collaboration platform must at least 237

provide a communication channel that the collaborators can use to talk to one another. 238

However, this is just the minimum level of support; ideally, the platform should assist 239

the collaborators in achieving a mutually acceptable negotiation result. This can be 240

done by implementing functionality for representing and analyzing the collaborators’ 241

contributions and expectations, enabling the platform to detect incompatibilities and 242

guide the collaborators toward potential resolutions. 243

A concrete example of where support for conflict resolution may be needed is 244

preserving the data owner’s privacy, or rather finding an acceptable trade-off between 245

data sharing and privacy preservation. The data requirements of the analysis to be 246

carried out provide the baseline, but the data owner may wish to impose constraints 247

depending on their privacy preferences and the level of trust that exists between the 248

collaborators. On the other hand, the expert may have an interest in the data that goes 249

beyond what is required to satisfy the interests of the data owner; gaining access to the 250

data may well be part of why the expert is willing to participate in the collaboration. 251

With multiple factors affecting the negotiation and pulling in different directions, it 252

is not necessarily easy to reach an agreement that preserves both the utility of the data 253

and the privacy of the data owner to a degree that is acceptable to everyone involved. 254

The collaboration platform should facilitate the process of finding such an agreement by 255

identifying conflicting expectations and suggesting trade-offs that may be adopted to 256
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resolve such conflicts. Particularly the data owner is likely to require support, because 257

some expertise is required to fully understand the utility and privacy implications of the 258

decision to share or withhold a given set of data. 259

Assuming that a mutually satisfactory negotiation result is eventually achieved, the 260

data owner will now need to share the data with the expert to begin the analysis cycle. 261

To support this, the collaboration platform needs to provide data management 262

functionality, enabling data owners to integrate data sources and organize their data 263

into collections. Data selected to be shared with collaborators needs to be made 264

accessible to those collaborators while protecting its confidentiality against access by 265

any unauthorized third parties. The data may also need to be transformed in various 266

ways; for instance, it may be desirable to reduce the sensitivity of a dataset by 267

performing a privacy-enhancing transformation before the data is shared. 268

To support the analysis of the shared data by an expert (or experts), the 269

collaboration platform must enable the data to be processed using data analysis tools. 270

This can be done by implementing a suite of tools as part of the platform, by enabling 271

the use of external tools, or both. From a privacy standpoint, it would arguably be 272

preferable to prevent the exportation of shared data out of the platform, which would 273

make implementing analysis tools as part of the platform the only possible solution. On 274

the other hand, the expert would probably prefer to use whichever tools they consider 275

the most effective for the job at hand. If both internal and external tools are available, 276

the data owner can be given the choice of allowing or disallowing exportation when 277

sharing their data. 278

Here we should consider the possibility of multiple experts participating in the same 279

collaboration and working on the same data. In this case it would be beneficial if the 280

analysis tools used, whether internal or external, are collaborative, providing 281

functionality similar to that of the collaborative analytics platforms surveyed in the 282

previous section. Ideally, the tools should also enable the (non-expert) data owner to 283

contribute, but how this might be facilitated effectively is a research question that is 284

outside the scope of this paper. 285

Finally, when the expert has analyzed a batch of data and produced results that are 286

potentially of interest to the data owner, the results need to be communicated to the 287

data owner in a format that can be understood by a person with no technical expertise. 288

To support this, the collaboration platform should enable the expert to create 289

visualizations of the results and present them to the data owner. Preferably the 290

visualization capabilities should also be collaborative, with features such as synchronous 291

collaborative exploration and annotation of the analysis results. 292

The collaboration platform 293

Key requirements 294

The central functional requirements of the collaboration platform were derived from the 295

tasks and challenges discussed in the previous section. We thus specified a system with 296

the following key features: 297

• finding potential collaborators based on their expertise; 298

• communicating with collaborators; 299

• creating and managing datasets; 300

• sharing data with collaborators; 301

• creating and visualizing analysis results. 302
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The most important part of the functionality of the platform is the management and 303

sharing of datasets. There are a few special requirements associated with this, arising 304

from the nature of this type of collaboration. The process of collaborative personal 305

analytics driven by the data owner: the data processed and the analysis tasks carried 306

out in a given collaboration are ultimately determined by what data the owner has 307

collected, what the owner is willing to share with others and what kind of knowledge 308

the owner is interested in. The data owner should therefore have control over where, 309

when and how the data is stored and processed, insofar as this is practical. 310

From this guiding principle, three major data management requirements for the 311

collaboration platform were derived. The first one of these is that there should be no 312

centralized storage of user data. Instead of users storing their datasets on the 313

collaboration server, they should be able to retain the data locally and only upload it 314

when sharing it with another user. Besides reducing the vulnerability of the data, this 315

also considerably reduces the storage capacity requirements of maintaining an instance 316

of the platform. 317

The second requirement is that when sharing data with another user, a user should 318

have the ability to specify the details on a case-by-case basis. For any given 319

dataset, it should be possible for the owner to specify the part of it to be shared 320

individually for each collaboration and collaborator, and furthermore, they should have 321

the option of first transforming the data to reduce its sensitivity. Regardless of the data 322

owner’s level of technical expertise, it should be convenient to use these facilities and 323

easy to understand what part of the dataset is going to be shared in each case. 324

The third requirement concerns datasets produced by expert collaborators by 325

processing data shared with them by a data owner. According to the principle of the 326

data owner being in control, the owner of the original input dataset should also have 327

access to and control over any datasets derived from it. To enable this, the 328

collaboration platform must maintain dataset provenance by tracking the creation 329

of derivative datasets. The following subsections describe how these requirements are 330

addressed in the design of the platform. 331

Functionality 332

From the user’s perspective, our collaboration platform has two interface levels: the 333

main level and the collaboration level. The main level is what is first presented to the 334

user after logging in, and its functionality is divided into four sections, represented as 335

tabs in the main window. These are collaborations, data management, profile and 336

invitations. 337

In the collaborations section, the user can create new collaborations as well as 338

manage their existing collaborations. Information about ongoing collaborations can be 339

viewed here, including the participants and datasets involved in each collaboration. 340

Participants can be added and removed by the leader of a collaboration (i.e. the user 341

who created it), whereas datasets can be added and removed by their owners in any 342

collaboration that they are participating in. 343

In the data management section, the user can see all the datasets they have access 344

to, including both datasets owned (created) by the user and those that have become 345

accessible to the user through collaborations. New datasets can be created here, and 346

data can be imported into existing datasets owned by the user. Data can also be 347

exported into files from any datasets that the user has access to. 348

In the profile section, the user can view and edit their personal details. These 349

include their login information (username and password), real name (or the name they 350

want other users to see), profile text and expertise. Areas of expertise are stored in the 351

underlying ontology and described with keywords; when specifying their areas expertise, 352
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the user can choose from those already available in the ontology or create new ones. 353

Any number of areas of expertise may be specified for a given user. 354

In the invitations section, the user can view and manage their collaboration 355

invitations, both ones sent to other users and ones received from other users. Received 356

invitations can be responded to (accepted or rejected) here. To send an invitation, the 357

user first performs a keyword search for users with expertise in the desired areas; the 358

platform then returns a ranked list of candidates for the user to choose from. An 359

optional message can be attached to the invitation before it is sent to the expert. 360

The collaboration level functionality of the platform can be accessed by selecting a 361

collaboration in the collaborations section of the main window and opening it. This 362

launches a new window where the user can perform operations pertaining to the 363

selected collaboration. The functionality available here can be divided into three 364

categories: collaboration data management, visualizations and chat. 365

The main sub-functions of collaboration data management are processing of data 366

requests and creation of derivative datasets. Data requests are the way by which users 367

of the platform can obtain access to datasets owned by their collaborators. The owner 368

of the requested dataset may grant or deny the request; optionally, privacy constraints 369

can be attached to a granted request to limit the access of the requesting user to 370

specific parts of the dataset. Derivative datasets are a special category of dataset 371

created by processing another dataset; a dataset designated as a derivative 372

automatically becomes accessible to the owner of the original input dataset, so there is 373

no need to create a data request in this case. 374

Visualizations are used to provide graphical representations of analysis results. 375

Visualizations are created by selecting a dataset to visualize and launching a 376

visualization editor, where the parameters of the visualization can be set and the 377

appearance of the visualization previewed. Once a visualization has been created, all 378

collaboration participants who have access to the underlying dataset may view it. 379

A chat function is available to all collaboration participants, enabling them to 380

discuss any issues relevant to the collaboration. When launched, the chat opens in a 381

separate window. The entire chat history since the beginning of the collaboration is 382

available to all collaborators, and the names of collaborators currently logged in to the 383

platform can be seen in a corner of the chat window. 384

Using the functionality provided by the platform, both cycles of the collaboration 385

process outlined in the previous section can be executed. With the expert search and 386

invitation functions, a data owner can find a suitable partner to collaborate with, and 387

with the chat the collaborators can discuss the specifics. The result of the negotiation 388

can be enacted through the creation of data requests and privacy constraints, after 389

which the expert will be able to download the shared data and export it for analysis. 390

Having analyzed the data, the expert can import the results as derivative datasets, 391

create visualizations to illustrate them and use the chat to explain the visualizations. 392

Further details, including screenshots of the platform in action, can be found in [47]. 393

Domain ontology 394

The domain ontology underlying the platform serves two purposes: to provide a shared 395

data structure for representing objects involved in collaborations, and to serve as a 396

repository for domain knowledge that the platform can use to assist the users in their 397

tasks. The ontology fills a gap at the intersection of related domains, particularly data 398

mining and privacy, for which domain ontologies (and semantic technologies in general) 399

have previously been developed (e.g. [48–54] for data mining / knowledge 400

discovery, [55–61] for privacy). The most important classes of the ontology, as used by 401

the platform, are listed in Table 1. Further details on the ontology can be found in [62]; 402
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below we explain how the ontology addresses the data management requirements, which 403

has not been discussed in previous publications. 404

Table 1. Main classes of the collaboration ontology.

Class Explanation

Collaboration Represents a collaborative data analysis project
Collaborator Represents a user of the collaboration platform
Dataset Represents a collection of data, possibly contain-

ing other datasets as subsets
DataItem Represents an single piece of data, such as an

individual variable value
Expertise Represents an area of expertise that can be used

to find a potential collaborator
Invitation Represents an invitation to collaborate sent to a

potential collaborator
DataRequest Represents a request to share a Dataset sent to a

collaborator
PrivacyConstraint Represents an access restriction created by the

owner of a Dataset in response to a DataRequest
Visualization Represents a graphical representation of a Dataset,

typically one containing analysis results

Most types of information processed by the platform are represented internally as 405

individuals in the ontology and their properties. Collaborative analysis projects are 406

represented in the ontology as individuals of class Collaboration, and the participants 407

of such collaborations as individuals of class Collaborator. Collections of data are 408

represented as individuals of class Dataset; Datasets may contain other Datasets as 409

subsets, representing, for example, individual variables within the Dataset. Datasets not 410

consisting of other Datasets consist of DataItems, representing individual pieces of 411

data, typically values of a variable. 412

A data analysis expert, represented by the Collaborator subclass Expert, can 413

request a Dataset to be shared by creating a DataRequest. When responding to the 414

request, the owner of the Dataset, represented by the Collaborator subclass 415

DataOwner, can create PrivacyConstraints to deny the Expert access to specific 416

parts of the Dataset. The scope of a PrivacyConstraint can be specified in terms of 417

individual DataItems, but more typically in terms of DataGroupings. The 418

DataGrouping class has two subclasses, Dataset and DataCategory, the latter 419

representing a grouping of DataItems based on some shared attribute. Similar to 420

Datasets, DataCategories may contain other DataCategories as subcategories. 421

DataItems asserted as members of a given DataGrouping are inferred to be members of 422

all of its known supergroupings; via this inference the individual DataItems in the scope 423

of a PrivacyConstraint can be identified. 424

An extension of the ontology introduces the AnalysisTask class, representing an 425

individual operation specified by an Expert to be carried out as part of a broader effort 426

to extract knowledge from a Dataset, such as extraction of features or application of an 427

analytics model. An AnalysisTask may consist of other AnalysisTasks as subtasks; each 428

AnalysisTask not broken down into subtasks requires access to some DataItems and 429

uses some AnalysisMethods, representing the computational algorithms to be applied 430

to the data in order to complete the task. As the result of the completion of an 431

AnalysisTask, new Datasets are generated; these are inferred to be derivatives of the 432

Datasets from which the input DataItems came from, enabling the provenance of a 433

given Dataset to be traced back along the chain of derivation. 434
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In the extended ontology, AnalysisTasks function as implicit DataRequests that may 435

be limited by PrivacyConstraints. Each PrivacyConstraint prescribes an 436

AccessRestriction, representing an operation to be carried out on the requested data 437

before it is released. An extreme case of this is where access is denied altogether, but 438

more permissive restrictions are possible by having the data undergo a transformation 439

that reduces its sensitivity while retaining some of its utility. Algorithms used to 440

perform such transformations are represented by the ProtectionMethod class, the 441

privacy-preservation counterpart of the AnalysisMethod class. A ProtectionMethod 442

could be, for example, a specific way of aggregating DataItems to generate a more 443

abstract (and therefore less sensitive) representation of the Dataset containing them. 444

Like AnalysisTask and AnalysisMethod, AccessRestriction and ProtectionMethod 445

are new classes introduced by the extended ontology. One more new class is 446

UtilityReduction, representing the negative effect of a given ProtectionMethod on 447

the performance of a given AnalysisMethod. This may be different for each individual 448

kind of AnalysisMethod, enabling the characterization of ProtectionMethods and 449

AnalysisMethods in terms of how compatible they are with one another. Furthermore, 450

each ProtectionMethod and AnalysisMethod can be designated as being a substitute for 451

other ProtectionMethods and AnalysisMethods, respectively. This enables the 452

enumeration of all valid combinations of ProtectionMethod and AnalysisMethod and 453

the selection of the combination that results in the least UtilityReduction, provided that 454

the UtilityReductions can be meaningfully quantified. 455

Architecture and implementation 456

The collaboration platform consists of client and server components, both of which are 457

implemented as desktop software applications. Each individual user of the platform 458

runs an instance of the client component, which communicates with the single-instance 459

server component over a TCP/IP connection with TSL encryption. All communications 460

among clients are mediated by the server. 461

The server component consists of a software application, a database and a master 462

ontology. The application handles client sessions and has a graphical user interface that 463

displays status information and allows the server administrator to configure the server 464

and manage user accounts. The database stores the users’ login credentials and chat 465

messages; is is also used to maintain a log of server events and to temporarily store 466

datasets being transferred from one user to another. 467

Apart from credentials, all information about the users of the platform is stored in 468

the master ontology as properties of the corresponding Collaborator individuals. 469

Similarly, information about collaborations and datasets is stored in the ontology as 470

individuals and properties, and the client and server applications enable the users to 471

collaborate by providing an interface by which they can synchronously manipulate the 472

contents of the ontology. The server component is responsible for maintaining the 473

ontology in a consistent state. 474

The client component consists of a software application and a local database, which 475

is used to store the contents of datasets created or downloaded by the user. When a 476

user logs in, the client initially receives from the server a copy of the master ontology, 477

pruned to contain only those parts that are visible to the user (e.g. only those 478

collaborations that the user is participating in or has been invited to). Ontology 479

changes made by the client are first applied to the local copy, then sent to the server 480

where they are applied to the master copy, and finally forwarded to other connected 481

clients to be applied to their respective local copies. The ontology is thus managed in a 482

distributed manner by the server and all active clients as illustrated in Figure 3. 483

When a user of the platform creates a new dataset, initially an empty one is created 484

and recorded as an individual in the ontology with a name and a description attached 485
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Fig 3. Ontology management. A sequence diagram depicting how the collaboration
platform manages the underlying ontology. The server and the clients each hold a copy
of the ontology; the server is responsible for ensuring that these remain synchronized as
clients modify their local copies.

to it as data properties. When the user populates the dataset with data, subsets and 486

data items representing the structure and content of the dataset are created. These are 487

also recorded as individuals in the ontology and linked to the dataset and to one 488

another using the appropriate object properties. The individuals representing data 489

items have the corresponding variable values attached to them as data properties. 490

All of the above information except the data item values is transmitted to the server 491

and becomes visible to other users participating in collaborations where the dataset is 492

used. The server makes the information persistent by storing the ontology on disk on 493

the server host. The actual data contained by the dataset is stored in the client’s local 494

databaseunder a unique identifier generated by the software platform. When a user logs 495

in to the server, information about the user’s datasets is extracted from the ontology, 496

and the datasets are then populated with data retrieved from the local database, if 497

available. 498

When a dataset is added to a collaboration, the corresponding ontology individuals 499

are linked together by the appropriate object property. All users participating in the 500

collaboration will then have access to metadata about the dataset and can request the 501

owner of the dataset to grant them access to its contents. When a data request is 502

granted by the data owner, applicable privacy constraints are first evaluated to identify 503

any parts of the dataset to be excluded from being shared. The values of data items not 504

excluded are then uploaded to the server, which will maintain a temporary copy of the 505

data until the sender of the data request downloads it. Once the download is complete, 506

the server will delete the temporary copy. 507

The creation of an analysis result by an expert triggers a variation of the basic data 508

sharing process. The result dataset is linked to the original dataset by the appropriate 509

object property, establishing a derivative-of relationship between them, and the creation 510

of a data request is skipped, since the owner of the original is inferred by the reasoner to 511

also control the derivative. When the derivative dataset is populated, the data is 512

immediately uploaded, without any constraints, to the server, from where the owner of 513

the original dataset can download it. Once the download is complete, the data will 514

again be deleted from the server. 515

The code base of the platform is divided into three main modules: Core, Server and 516

Client. The Core module consists of packages on which both the other two modules 517

depend, providing representations of essential collaboration concepts as well as ontology 518

processing and data management functionality. Each main module contains a number of 519

submodules dedicated to specific purposes; the dependency relationships and internal 520

structure of the modules are illustrated in Figure 4. 521

Fig 4. Software architecture. Modules and packages of the collaboration platform.
Arrows indicate dependency relationships between modules.

The platform is implemented in the Java language. Apart from packages included in 522

the standard Java API, the implementation depends on the following libraries: 523

• Apache MINA for client-server communications over TCP/IP; 524

• OWL API for ontology processing; 525

• Apache Commons CSV for data import/export; 526
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• XChart for displaying visualizations; 527

• Nitrite for client-side database management; 528

• MiG Layout for graphical user interfaces. 529

The server-side database of the platform is implemented using the MongoDB database 530

management system. Apart from MongoDB, the platform software is completely 531

standalone, requiring no other software to be installed in order to be fully functional. 532

Evaluation 533

Fulfillment of requirements 534

Although the collaboration platform does not currently offer some of the more advanced 535

functionality envisioned under Tasks and challenges, it does have all of the key features 536

listed under Key requirements. Furthermore, through the combination of software logic 537

and domain ontology, the platform fulfills all three special data management 538

requirements identified earlier: 539

• No centralized storage: Each client manages its own datasets and stores them 540

in a local Nitrite database. The server is only used for temporary storage of data 541

in the process of being shared with a collaborator. 542

• Case-by-case basis: Privacy constraints can be specified separately for each 543

time a dataset is requested to be shared; the effects of the constraints are 544

displayed for the data owner to review before granting the request. The ontology 545

provides classes for representing privacy-preserving data transformations and their 546

effects on data utility. 547

• Maintaining dataset provenance: By following the chain of ontology object 548

properties representing how datasets have been derived from other datasets, each 549

dataset recorded in the ontology can be traced back to the original dataset 550

created by the user who collected the data. 551

Not all of the features of the ontology are used by the current implementation of the 552

software, more precisely the specification of analysis tasks and privacy constraints that 553

prescribe a transformation of the data instead of simply blocking it, and data categories 554

are also not yet implemented. Within these limitations, the collaboration process has 555

been tested on volunteer participants in a real-world trial and shown to be feasible and 556

potentially beneficial. Furthermore, the unused ontology features have been tested in 557

the Protégé environment [63] using synthetic data to confirm that the following 558

inferences are correctly made: 559

• DataItems are inferred to be members of the correct DataGroupings based on 560

asserted subgrouping relationships; 561

• Conflicts between AnalysisTasks and PrivacyConstraints (i.e. DataItems that are 562

both required by an AnalysisTask and restricted by a PrivacyConstraint) are 563

detected; 564

• Output Datasets generated by AnalysisTasks are inferred to be derivatives of the 565

correct input Datasets. 566
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User trial 567

Scenario and arrangements 568

For the user trial, 13 volunteer participants were recruited by distributing a call for 569

participation via an institutional mailing list. The use of human subjects was approved 570

by the Research Ethics Committee (REC) of Dublin City University, and written 571

consent was obtained from each human subject participating in the study. Out of the 572

initial 13, one participant elected to drop out of the study at an early stage. Each 573

participant was offered a wearable health tracker on loan for the duration of the study; 574

the models available were Fitbit Alta HR, Withings Steel and Ōura Ring. Participants 575

who already had a suitable device were given the option of using their own. 576

The study participants were requested to wear their device for a period of 577

approximately two months, preferably every night in order to capture as much of their 578

sleep data as possible. They were also given instructions to export the data and use the 579

collaboration platform to share it with an expert to have it analyzed. 580

Domain experts in the collaborations received data as it was shared by participants 581

and studied it using periodicity analysis. Lomb-Scargle periodograms [64] were used to 582

detect regularly repeating cycles in the data, such as the weekly periodicity commonly 583

found in the sleeping habits of individuals who work a regular 5-day week. Furthermore, 584

for those participants who provided enough data, periodicity intensity analysis was used 585

to quantify the strength of such patterns and to track how it varied over the course of 586

the observation period. This regularity of behaviour, including sleep, and its 587

conformance with the 24 hour circadian rhythm has been shown in other work, to 588

correlate with overall health and wellness [65]. 589

To illustrate the analysis results, line graph visualizations were used to present the 590

participants with graphical representations of their periodograms and periodicity 591

intensity curves. Explanations of the visualizations were given using the chat function of 592

the platform, and participants were encouraged to use the chat to ask any questions 593

they might have. Having thus completed the collaboration, participants were requested 594

to respond to a survey on their experience with the software platform and the 595

collaboration process. 596

Execution and results 597

The trial was carried out between the beginning of October 2019 and the end of January 598

2020. During this time, participants were recruited in two stages. In an initial pilot 599

stage, 3 volunteers began collecting data and using the platform to help reveal any 600

software defects or other issues that needed to be addressed before proceeding any 601

further with the trial. Approximately one month after the beginning of the pilot stage, 602

the remaining volunteers were included in the trial. 603

To encourage the participants to share their sleep data and to view their analysis 604

results, occasional email reminders were sent out over the course of the trial period. Out 605

of the 12 volunteers who completed the trial, 8 did all the tasks they were requested to 606

do, 10 shared at least one dataset with the researchers, and all 12 used the client 607

application. All 12 also completed the survey. 608

The survey was divided into four sections: background information, application 609

usage, numeric evaluation and verbal feedback. In the background section, the 610

respondents were requested to provide their gender and age and to evaluate their 611

previous experience in lifelogging (defined as “using technology to capture data about 612

yourself”) and knowledge discovery (defined as “using computational analysis techniques 613

to extract knowledge from data”). Answers to the self-evaluation questions were given 614

on a discrete scale of 1 to 5, where 1 signified “little or no previous experience” and 5 615
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signified “highly experienced”. The responses to the background section are shown in 616

Tables 2 and 3. 617

Table 2. Number of survey respondents by gender and age.

Gender Respondents

Female 3
Male 9

Age Respondents

18–25 3
26–35 6
36–45 3

Table 3. Number of survey respondents by level of previous experience in
lifelogging and knowledge discovery, self-rated on a discrete 1-5 scale (1 =
little or no experience, 5 = highly experienced).

Subject 1 2 3 4 5 Avg

Lifelogging 4 1 2 4 1 2.75
Knowledge discovery 1 4 2 3 2 3.08

In the application usage section of the survey, the respondents were first requested to 618

answer a yes/no question on whether they used the application, which was defined as 619

having logged in successfully at least once. All 12 respondents answered yes. They were 620

then requested to answer 14 follow-up questions on whether they used various features 621

of the application; the response options for these questions were “yes”, “no” and “I’m 622

not sure”. The responses are shown in Table 4. 623

Table 4. Number of survey respondents by whether or not they used
specific features of the application.

Feature Yes No Not sure

Created a collaboration 11 1 0
Created a dataset 11 1 0
Imported data into a dataset 10 2 0
Added a dataset to a collaboration 10 2 0
Searched for experts 9 3 0
Sent an invitation to an expert 9 3 0
Added an expert to a collaboration 10 2 0
Reviewed a data request 9 3 0
Granted a data request 9 3 0
Attached privacy constraints to a data request 3 8 1
Downloaded analysis results 9 3 0
Viewed a visualization 9 3 0
Opened the chat window 9 3 0
Sent a chat message 6 4 2

In the numeric evaluation section of the survey, the respondents were given 10 624

statements about the application and the collaboration process. For each of these 625

statements, they were requested to rate their agreement on a discrete scale of 1 to 5, 626

where 1 signified “strongly disagree” and 5 signified “strongly agree”. Additionally, 627

“N/A” was provided as a response that the respondents could select for statements that 628

did not apply to them. The responses are shown in Table 5. 629

Finally, in the verbal feedback section of the survey, the respondents were requested 630

to answer the following open-ended questions: 631
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Table 5. Number of survey respondents by level of agreement with various
statements, rated on a discrete 1-5 scale (1 = strongly disagree, 5 =
strongly agree).

Statement 1 2 3 4 5 N/A Avg

The application was suitable for its purpose. 1 0 3 6 2 0 3.67
The application worked reliably. 0 5 4 3 0 0 2.83
The application was easy to use. 1 6 3 2 0 0 2.50
I would have preferred the application to
run in a Web browser.

1 0 4 2 5 0 3.83

The collaboration process was easy to un-
derstand.

0 3 3 5 1 0 3.33

I found the analysis results interesting. 0 0 3 3 5 1 4.18
I learned something useful from the analysis
results.

1 1 2 4 3 1 3.64

I would be willing to engage in this type of
collaboration in the future.

2 0 1 5 3 1 3.64

I would be willing to share my data with
an expert I don’t know well.

1 1 1 2 5 2 3.90

I would be willing to pay money to have
someone help me analyse my data.

3 2 4 2 0 1 2.45

1. Are there any general impressions concerning the application and/or the 632

collaboration process that you would like to share? 633

2. Are there any problems with the application and/or the collaboration process that 634

you would like to point out? 635

3. Are there any improvements to the application and/or the collaboration process 636

that you would like to suggest? 637

In the answers to these questions, the following themes were brought up in multiple 638

responses: 639

• Broad themes: 640

– The collaboration workflow and/or the user interface of the software should 641

be more user-friendly. 642

– The software is sometimes unresponsive and/or unstable (freezes / loses 643

connection / fails to transfer data). 644

• Concrete suggestions: 645

– The software should have a notification system to let the user know about 646

new events requiring their attention. 647

– Users should be provided with better instructions, illustrated with 648

screenshots or a screencap video. 649

The implications of these results are discussed in the following section. 650

Discussion 651

The successful completion of the trial shows that the ontology-based solution is feasible, 652

at least on a small scale. One issue that does require further work is representation of 653
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the low-level structure of datasets: encoding the structure in the ontology all the way 654

down to the level of individual data items was found to be impracticable in a real-world 655

scenario, and even after this problem was circumvented, datasets with a large number of 656

variables were found to be problematic. A more efficient protocol for transmitting this 657

information would help considerably in eliminating the problem. 658

The main purpose of the trial was to collect data on how users, specifically data 659

owners, experience the software and the collaboration process and how it might be 660

improved. Self-reporting of application usage (Table 4) was requested in order to obtain 661

additional background information for these experiences, with particular focus on 662

revealing aspects of the software that the users may have been confused about. It is 663

worth noting that those who shared data also downloaded analysis results and viewed 664

visualizations, meaning that in the numeric evaluation and verbal feedback questions, 665

the answers of most respondents are based on experiences of at least one full execution 666

of the collaboration cycle. 667

The least used features of the application were creating a privacy constraint and 668

sending a chat message, for which a likely explanation is that completing the 669

collaboration cycle did not require these. The option to create constraints was available 670

when responding to a data request, but most users were content with the default option 671

of sharing their dataset in its entirety. Users were encouraged to use the chat feature to 672

engage in a dialogue with the expert collaborator on the significance of the analysis 673

results, but many were content with reading the expert’s explanations from the chat 674

without responding to them. 675

The collaboration concept was well received, with a particularly strong agreement on 676

the statement that the analysis results were interesting. The majority also agreed that 677

they learned something useful and that they would be willing to engage in similar 678

collaborations in the future. In addition to expressing an interest in engaging in future 679

collaborations, the respondents indicated that they would be willing to share their data 680

with an expert they do not know well, further corroborating the viability of the 681

collaboration concept. However, their willingness to pay the expert for helping them 682

analyze the data was fairly low on average. If the expert is not receiving a monetary 683

compensation, some other kind of incentive is likely to be required; depending on the 684

interests of the expert, in some cases the data and the analysis itself may be a sufficient 685

incentive. 686

Considering the small size of the group of users recruited for the trial, a good mix of 687

different genders and age groups was achieved. Moreover, the users did not, on average, 688

have a particularly high level of relevant technical expertise. However, further research 689

is necessary in order to find out to what degree the above results are generalizable. 690

Concerning the data management requirements, the platform does not currently 691

provide end-to-end encryption for data being shared with a collaborator; this is not one 692

of the key requirements, but clearly it would be preferable from a privacy standpoint. 693

Another desirable feature would be synchronization of the local database across client 694

instances to enable a user to conveniently access the collaboration platform from 695

multiple devices. Both these issues are among the top short-term priorities in future 696

development of the platform. 697

In the medium to long term, future work will focus on expanding the ontology and 698

developing new software functionality to make full use of the knowledge representation 699

and reasoning capabilities provided by the ontology. A particularly important research 700

challenge is representing detailed and actionable knowledge about data transformation 701

methods, both those used for data analysis and those used for privacy preservation, and 702

about the effects that the latter have on the utility of the former. Another important 703

research direction would be to analyze related ontologies in order to identify those that 704

could be imported into the collaboration ontology to expand its scope. 705
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Conclusion 706

In this paper we introduced a new software platform designed to enable individuals with 707

no data analysis expertise to extract knowledge from their personal data by 708

collaborating with expert data analysts. Unlike existing collaborative data analysis 709

systems, the platform emphasizes negotiation of collaboration terms and collaborative 710

evaluation of analysis results over data analysis per se, since these are more important 711

from the non-expert data owner’s perspective. Users of the platform can search for 712

potential collaborators and invite them to collaborate, communicate with one another 713

by text-based chat, exchange input datasets and analysis results, and create and view 714

visualizations of results to support interpretation and evaluation. 715

The platform is implemented as a Java-based client-server system with an 716

underlying domain ontology providing essential knowledge representation and reasoning 717

capabilities. To validate the platform, a trial was carried out, with 12 volunteers 718

collecting sleep data using wearable devices and analyzing it in collaboration with an 719

expert. The results of the trial demonstrate the viability of the collaborative personal 720

analytics concept and the feasibility of the ontology-based architecture of the platform. 721
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